The excerpts from the referenced paper [1] employed for writing the formal specification of the rat cardiovascular system dynamics case study, together with the derived natural language and formal PBLMSTL statements are provided below.
Derived natural language statement
After initiating the Valsava manoeuvre (time = 5000 ms) the thoracic pressure increases from the baseline value -4 to 16 for 10 seconds (time interval [5001 ms, 14999 ms]), and then drops back to the baseline value -4, with probability greater than 0.9. The corresponding rephrased natural language statement is that the probability is greater than 0.9 that after initiating the Valsava manoeuvre (time = 5000 ms) the thoracic pressure {P th} (corresponding to scale and subsystem OrganSystem.Cardiovascular) increases from the baseline value -4 to 16 for 10 seconds (time interval [5001 ms, 14999 ms]), and then drops back to the baseline value -4.
PBLMSTL statement
Property 2 Excerpts "During the initial phase of the response ... the increase in aortic pressure causes a transient decrease in heart rate via the baroreflex" [1] .
Derived natural language statement
The probability is greater than 0.9 that during the initial phase of the response (time interval [5001 ms, 6500 ms]) the aortic pressure increases and the heart rate decreases. The corresponding rephrased natural language statement is that the probability is greater than 0.9 that during the initial phase of the response (time interval [5001 ms, 6500 ms]) the aortic pressure {P ao} (corresponding to scale and subsystem Cellular.Baroreceptor) increases and the heart rate {HR} (corresponding to scale and subsystem OrganSystem.Cardiovascular) decreases.
Since 
Property 3
Excerpts "Following the initial response of increased" (aortic) "pressure, pressure begins to drop as a result of elevated thoracic pressure impeding venous flow to the heart. Heart rate increases in response to the reduction in pressure predicted over the second phase of the Valsalva interval" [1] .
Derived natural language statement
The probability is less than 0.1 that after the initial response phase (time interval [5001 ms, 6500 ms]) the aortic pressure continues to increase or stay constant, respectively the heart rate continues to decrease or stay constant throughout the remainder of the Valsava interval (time interval [6501 ms, 14999 ms]). The corresponding rephrased natural language statement is that the probability is less than 0.1 that after the initial response phase (time interval [5001 ms, 6500 ms]) the aortic pressure {P ao} (corresponding to scale and subsystem Cellular.Baroreceptor) continues to increase or stay constant, respectively the heart rate {HR} (corresponding to scale and subsystem OrganSystem. 
Remark:
The derived natural language statement is the negated version of the immediately above provided excerpt because the associated probability is expected to be less than 0.1. The only reason for employing the negated form of the excerpt is to illustrate the usage of the P <θ probability specification. 
